HEAVY POST BLOCKED-OUT MOD. CORRUGATED-BEAM MEDIAN BARRIER

APPROVED SEPTEMBER 23, 2013
ISSUED UNDER EB 13-028

PAY LIMITS - MEDIAN BARRIERS (METER)

NOTE:
1. ALL POSTS OF MEDIUM BARRIER ARE TO BE ANCHORED AT BOTH ENDS.
2. IF THERE IS INDIFFERENT DEPTH BETWEEN THE SURFACE OF THE GROUND AT A MEDIUM BARRIER AND A CONCRETE FOOTING LINE, THE FOLLOWING METHODS SHALL BE EMPLOYED DEPENDING ON THE AVAILABLE DEPTHS.
3. TO ANCHORING UNITS, ONE OF THE FOLLOWING METHODS SHALL BE EMPLOYED, DEPENDING ON THE AVAILABLE DEPTHS.
4. SEE BLOCKOUT DETAILS ON STANDARD SHEET FOR MEDIUM FOOTING BOLT CORRUGATED GUIDE RAILING COMPONENTS.
5. SEE BLOCKOUT DETAILS ON STANDARD SHEET FOR MEDIUM POST CORRUGATED GUIDE RAILING COMPONENTS.
6. TO PROVIDE FOR THE REQUIRED DEPTHS OF POSTS, SEE POST DETAILS "A", "B", AND "C" THIS SHEET.
7. TO PROVIDE FOR THE REQUIRED DEPTHS OF POSTS, SEE POST DETAILS "A", "B", AND "C" THIS SHEET.
8. TO PROVIDE FOR THE REQUIRED DEPTHS OF POSTS, SEE POST DETAILS "A", "B", AND "C" THIS SHEET.
9. TO PROVIDE FOR THE REQUIRED DEPTHS OF POSTS, SEE POST DETAILS "A", "B", AND "C" THIS SHEET.
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